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The newest volume in the beloved Science of Why series—full of fascinating science that will
amuse and astonish readers of all ages.Have you wondered why you cringe when fingernails
are scratched along a chalkboard? Or why some people are left-handed? Or if a shark can smell
a drop of blood a mile away?Then you’re in luck! Bestselling author Jay Ingram is back to answer
all those questions and more as he explores and explains the world around us in all of its head-
scratching curiosity. From the smallest parts inside us to the biggest questions about our
universe, Jay tackles pressing topics, such as:Could we use a laser to shoot an asteroid that
was about to hit earth?What exactly was a dodo and why did it go extinct?What makes peppers
spicy?Touching on everything from food to robots to space to the animal kingdom, The Science
of Why 3 is perfect for anyone who has stayed up late into the night pondering the weird and
wonderful world we live in. Full of captivating science questions (and answers!), this book is sure
to surprise and delight science readers of all ages.

About the AuthorJay Ingram was the host of Discovery Channel Canada’s Daily Planet for
sixteen years, and before that hosted CBC Radio’s national science show Quirks & Quarks. He
has written eighteen books, including the five volumes in the mega-bestselling Science of Why
series. His dog, Robbie, is very cute and sometimes annoying. Visit Jay at JayIngram.ca. Follow
him on Twitter @JayIngram.
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This book is for Oscar Alexander Quinlan, even though I doubt he’ll read it for a few years

Part 1Amazing Animals

Why do birds stand on one leg?THIS QUESTION REALLY HAS TWO PARTS: WHY AND
HOW? Even if you can come up with a good reason that a two-legged creature would spend
time on one leg, there’s still the issue of how it could do that for lengthy periods of time. If you
don’t think that’s difficult, try standing on one leg, sticking your arms out sideways, then closing
your eyes. Not easy!Not all birds stand on one leg—mostly it’s the long-legged ones, like cranes,
storks, and especially flamingos. More often than not, because these birds spend a fair amount
of time feeding in oceans, lakes, and rivers, the standing leg is submerged in water. And this has
led scientists to think about heat loss.Birds use a trick of anatomy to minimize the loss of body
heat through their feet and legs. The arteries carrying warm blood to their feet are adjacent to
veins bringing blood that has been cooled by exposure to the cold air—or in this case, water—
back into the body. The warm and cool blood exchange heat, ensuring that the blood entering
the bird’s body is warmer than it would have been, thus reducing the amount of heat loss and
minimizing the energy the bird has to put into maintaining its body temperature.You don’t have to
put a bird in the lab to see this: ducks and gulls do not leave footprints when they stand on ice or



snow. Their feet are too cool to do that.It’s not a bad system, but some studies have shown that
heat loss in the water is four times greater than in the air, so perhaps standing on one leg would
be a help. Instead of two legs returning cool blood to the body, there would be only one, with the
other tucked in under the body to keep it warm.With that thinking in mind, Matthew Anderson at
St. Joseph’s University in Philadelphia observed captive flamingos at the Philadelphia Zoo to get
a better picture of what’s going on. He and his colleagues found that flamingos were much more
likely to stand on one leg if they were standing in water rather than on land. Anderson interpreted
this to mean that the birds were doing so to reduce cooling. And further experiments showed
that this was true: the lower the temperature, the more time the birds spent on one leg.If it’s true
that flamingos stand on one leg to minimize heat loss, then when the weather is very warm you
might expect they’d prefer to stand on both legs to cool down. That’s exactly what Anderson
found. Anderson and his colleagues also found that flamingos exhibited no preference for one
foot over the other, even though other birds, like curlews and avocets, seem to prefer standing
on their right foot.Science Fact! Flamingos have a preference for turning their head to the right
when they lay their head, in an S curve, on their back.So the prevailing opinion right now is that
birds like flamingos stand on one leg to minimize heat loss. But isn’t it difficult to balance like
this? In a very cool study at the Georgia Institute of Technology, Young-Hui Chang and Lena
Ting showed that the flamingo is beautifully adapted to stand on one leg, without any effort!They
started their investigation at least partly because there’s a potential drawback to standing on one
leg to stay warmer. If it requires constant adjusting of muscles to maintain balance, the energy
expenditure might be too much to justify the one-legged stance.Ting and Chang experimented
both with the bodies of two dead flamingos and with a selection of live birds to identify the
demands of one-leggedness. This is easier to understand when you know that birds like
flamingos actually stand on their toes. What looks like a backward-bending knee is really the
ankle, and the knee joint is usually hidden by the feathers of the body. Higher up, the thighbone,
unlike ours, is positioned almost horizontally. So when they are standing, they’re sort of
crouching.Even a dead flamingo can do this. The researchers found that when the bird was
positioned on one leg, with its center of gravity just in front of the knee (which is tucked up into
the body), the joints, especially the knee and hip, lock into place, and can support the weight of
the bird easily. A living bird would have to exert very little, if any, effort to stay stable in this
position.Chang and Ting met a couple of surprises along the way. First, they were sure that they
knew which muscle groups were engaged when the birds stood on one leg. So they set up a
high-speed camera to witness the collapse of the dead bird when they severed the muscle. But
the bird didn’t budge! Then when Chang hoisted the dead flamingo into the air by the shin, the
leg snapped into its rigid position like a tent pole.With living birds, this locking mechanism
engages only when the bird adjusts its body into position over one leg. And it allows birds to rest
on the locked leg with almost no wobbling around the center of balance, no more than a
centimeter. In fact, flamingos appear to expend very little energy maintaining their one-legged
stance, an observation that moved Chang and Ting to make a radical suggestion: the birds don’t



stand on one leg to reduce heat loss, but to reduce muscular activity, the energy-burning sort
that would help maintain balance if the birds were standing on both legs. They can’t be sure this
is true, but this alternative explanation might help explain why a wide variety of birds, including
many who live in the tropics and therefore shouldn’t have to worry about cooling off too much,
nevertheless still stand on one leg.

Can sharks really smell a drop of blood from a mile away?NO, THEY CAN’T.Before the
disappointment sets in, let me say that they do have amazing abilities. With large areas of nasal
and brain tissue devoted to detecting odors, sharks are indeed able to detect tiny numbers of
molecules in huge volumes of water. It’s just that whoever said they can smell a drop of blood a
mile away set them up for failure. But let’s take a look at how close they might get.Every animal is
largely built of proteins, so when studying a shark’s ability to sense prey in the ocean, scientists
look at its sensitivity to amino acids, the building blocks of proteins. The amino acids in a drop of
blood are largely those of hemoglobin, the protein that carries oxygen all over the body and
helps return carbon dioxide to the lungs where it is exhaled. There are 300 million hemoglobin
molecules in each red blood cell, and 5 million red blood cells in each drop of blood. Every
hemoglobin molecule contains 546 amino acids. Multiply all that together and a drop of blood
contains about 800,000,000,000,000,000 (800 quintillion) amino acids. That’s a lot. But it’s a big
ocean.Let’s put our shark a mile away from a drop of blood on the ocean surface. Currents will
determine how quickly and in what direction the drop will be diluted, but for the sake of
argument, let’s say that the ocean is fairly calm and the amino acids spread out in all directions:
north, south, east, west, and down, slowly filling a half-sphere of ocean water that has a radius
of a mile (1.6 kilometers). A gargantuan bowl of ocean water. By the time any of the amino acids
have drifted into the shark’s range, they will have been dramatically diluted. That half-sphere of
water would be about 8.5 cubic kilometers, or 8.5 trillion liters. So now, on average, there will be
less than 100,000 amino acids for every liter of ocean water. (And of course this is just the math;
there would be no way of predicting exactly how such a drop of blood would spread.)That’s the
challenge for the shark. Are they up to it?It doesn’t look like it. Several experiments have been
done with different species of sharks, and while these are not anything like the experience in the
open ocean, they at least set some boundaries on what the animal could do.A typical
experiment is to immobilize a shark in water, then record electrical activity from the olfactory
apparatus in its brain. If the signal spikes, they’ve detected the amino acids that are being added
to the flow of water passing through the shark’s nostrils. The results suggest that sharks are very
sensitive to these chemicals, but not much better than other fish, despite their reputation. Sharks
seem to need much more than even 100,000 amino acids per liter—maybe as much as several
billion per liter—before they sense the proteins. So the drop of blood in the ocean is unlikely to
attract a shark.Science Fact! Sharks use their sense of smell for more than just hunting. For
example, it’s essential for navigation as well. In one experiment, sharks that had their nostrils
plugged with cotton had a much more difficult time getting to their foraging grounds than their



companions whose nostrils were open.But what about the old traditional Olympic-size swimming
pool? Here the shark’s chances are a bit better. A drop of blood in 2.5 million liters yields about
320 billion amino acids per liter of water. That is likely well within the shark’s capabilities, and
even five Olympic-size swimming pools might not be too much. (The closest a shark has ever
come to actually being in the Olympics was during a race against US Olympian Michael Phelps.
The shark was a computer simulation; Phelps still lost.)Of course in the real ocean, a drop—or
even a gallon—of blood wouldn’t spread out evenly and smoothly in all directions. Water is
tossed this way and that because of wind and currents, so the experience for a passing shark
would be quite unpredictable. It could swim right into a patch of blood, or it could swim by
detecting nothing.Did You Know . . . The hammerhead shark is one of the most peculiar beasts
of the sea. Its head is extremely flat and wide, extending out beyond the body on both sides. Its
eyes sit at the very ends of the head and its nostrils are far apart as well. There’s been a lot of
interesting work done on the hammerhead’s vision, showing that having their eyes out on the
ends of their extended head gives them 360-degree vision and, amazingly, also good stereo
vision. But what about smell? It’s possible their widely spaced nostrils make it easier for them to
sample odors in the water. The old idea would have been that they can tell which nostril has
encountered the more concentrated odor plume, but the new idea might be that they’re able to
detect time differences in odor arrival better than other sharks—all in order to find the source
faster.The fact that sharks are not hypersensitive to blood and other amino acids makes sense.
Some scientists have suggested that being more acutely sensitive than they already are might
overwhelm them. The ocean, after all, is filled with living things; amino acids are leaking out
everywhere, not just from wounded prey.So the lesson here? If you cut your finger while in the
ocean, you don’t have to worry so much. But when swimming in a shark-infested pool—that’s
another matter altogether!
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